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In this personalized look at Native American spirituality, Ha-Gue-A-Dees-Sas combines first-person

experience with the words of tribal elders and a historical look at Native American practices. Hughes

relates adventures with healing, sweat lodges, a vision quest, and finding his totem animal. The

chapters explore... The Great Spirit, The Sacred Circle, Vision and Power Quests, Sacred Pipes,

Legends and Songs, Dances, and Crystals Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ High Places
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Medicine Seeker can serve as a valuable walk on the pathway of Native Spirituality for people who

wish to discover and learn the value and credibility of Native American heritage, culture, religion,

and spirituality. Stan's writing is basic, but creative, giving readers a taste of complex Native

shamanism, beliefs, and practices, tribal spirituality, and knowledge of healing. --Robert Lake Thom

-- Medicine Grizzly BearThis book is one of the most inspirational and educational books I have

read in a long time. I felt as if I was a part of the journey and the authors family. Not only is the

history and Animal Guide quiz helpful but the tales and artwork throughout are also extremely

enjoyable. I strongly recommend this novel to readers searching for spiritual enlightenment or a

bona fide read. --C. Maland

Hear the voices of Medicine People and Native Healers as they patiently guide children of the

modern age into a wondrous world, ancient and sacred, yet relevant today. You will experience their



knowledge and medicine. One section of Medicine Seeker introduces readers to the Rock People -

their secrets and how they can help us. Legend tells us a personal Watai (stone) waits somewhere

in the world for each of us. Readers who love rocks and crystals will find answers here.

If anyone has ever wondered about shamanism, or Native American practices, this is a great book

to start with. It is written in a simple format, and is informative. Sometimes, when I want to learn

about something, I start with a book that is written for beginners, and if I really want to proceed to

learn more, I can find more info from the appendix....if I don't like it, I will not have spent a lot of

money on my primary book. So, I do recommend this book highly....the author is really down to

earth and explains the subject so that it can be understood easily by the average person--he does

not write to impress the reader, but to teach the reader!

This book was written by an obviously very generous and caring individual, who shares the gift of

his knowledge of Native Ways with the sincere reader. The author is also a fine artist and the

illustrations beautifully complement the book. An inclusive take on Native Spirituality, written by a

man with his heart in the right place who is respectful of traditional knowledge and its place in the

modern world.

Good book.

I am still reading this book . Simply , easy to read and a must for any who feel called by Spirit to

walk the Red Path . I am a non native , with many questions and this book presents many of the

answers I was looking for

Grandson loved this book!

I was seeking help on running a lodge that I was given. My teacher and I are walking different paths

at this time. This book has helped me to understand more of what I will need to do. Not just for the

lodge, but in my life as well. I look forward to checking out some of the books referenced here.

I've just started my journey into becoming a shaman in this book has helped me in my journey so

far, great reference for new and the experienced. It is laid out very good and a very good read.Some

writers can grab your attention and carry it long periods of time this to me was one of them books!



Could not stop reading. Very interested in my heritage and this was a great read
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